PERMIT TERM E2

Title: Stony Creek Watershed – Above Stony Gorge Reservoir

When Used: Permits for storage in the Stony Creek watershed that are above Stony Gorge Reservoir but below East Park Reservoir or Rainbow Diversion Dam (East Park Feeder Canal).

Term:
During any water year in which Stony Gorge Reservoir does not collect its authorized diversion because of inadequate inflow, and if, in the absence of permittee’s diversion, hydraulic continuity would exist between permittee’s diversion point and Stony Gorge Reservoir, permittee shall release water collected to storage during the current diversion season to flow downstream to satisfy such prior right. Nothing in this term shall require release of water legally collected to storage during previous diversion seasons.
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Note: Standard permit terms 43, 47, and 92 should also be included in the permit.